EXECUTIVE WINS

GO BEYOND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE —
OLATION IS VISIONARY INTELLIGENCE

Executives measure real-time business performance against the company vision, to target maximum profitability.

OLATION is a collaborative solution that leverages investments in current systems as well as staff skills in existing products. OLATION provides dynamic Financials and beyond: think inventory planning, driver-based budgeting, asset optimization.

I.T. WINS

OLATION — EXCEED MANAGEMENT’S DEMANDS. BE AN IT HERO.

OLATION fuses relational and analytical technologies and connects with tools that are already in place: SQL Server, MySQL, SAP HANA, Oracle; Excel, Access, report writers, CRM, Outlook; web, dashboards.

OLATION ensures the control, data integrity, and security your systems require. It captures data in one place, including the “plan” data that management uses to run the business.

USER WINS

OLATION — REAL-TIME BUSINESS IMPACT FROM YOUR DESKTOP

OLATION is about the exhilaration of contributing to the business—and being rewarded for it.

Complex business-modeling problems will take minutes, and you can continue to work in your preferred front end. Go beyond manually managing error-prone spreadsheets, and one-way dashboards. Make an impact with your solution.

There is a new way to close the gap between so many different systems.

WELCOME TO THE NEW AGE
OLATION works with database systems like MS SQL Server to deliver real-time data to people where they need it most—their own tools. Users stay with their existing applications, but work with data directly from the source.

CONNECTING YOUR END-USER TOOLS — LIVE!

Go to www.paristech.com for more information, or to view a demo, call us at +1.215.340.2890
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